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The detailed analysis of four probability experiments conducted with Grade 5 
and 6 students revealed trends and patterns in both the group and individual 
data. These results suggested that certain variables in the experiments, such as 
particular sequences of outcomes and the confirmation/refutation of student 
predictions, influenced the students' decision making strategies. The use of 
video recordings of deliberately controlled probability experiments offers the 
potential to systematically explore these influential factors with large samples 
of students. 

Introduction 
Several research studies exploring probabilistic reasoning have highlighted the 

influence of particular sequences of randomly generated outcomes on decision making 
strategies (for example: Peard, 1995; Shaughnessy, 1981; Tversky & Kahnemann, 
1982). One such strategy is representativeness (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972), which is 
the expectation that a random set of outcomes should be representative of the composition 
of the known sample space. Related to representativeness is the type of thinking known 
as negative recency or gambler's fallacy, where there exists the expectation that as the 
frequency of a particular outcome increases the probability of that outcome ocurring 
decreases. For example; when repeatedly flipping a coin, a run of heads would lead to the 
expectation of the next flip being a tail. The opposite strategy" in this case of predicting a 
head because that's the trend, is referred to as positive recency. 

Much of the research into misconceptions and inappropriate reasoning strategies 
has been with adults, using written tasks or 'tests', in which preconceived sets of 
outcomes have been presented to the subjects. However, most researchers working with 
children prefer to use real random generators to accoIlllD.odate children's need for concrete 
experiences (for example: Carlson, 1970; Fischbein, 1975; Hoemann & Ross, 1971; 
Truran, 1992;"Way, 1996). Random generators naturally produce sequences which vary 
from trial to trial. Consequently the ability to test large groups of students with controlled 
variables is restricted. The use of video-recorded probability experiments can overcome 
these research difficulties by providing both a realistic medium for children, and 
controlled sequences of outcomes (see Ayres & Way, 1998). 

Truran (1996) analysed the nature of primary and secondary students's responses 
to a task in which they were required to state the most likely outcome of each of nine 
draws (with replacement) from a sample space of three green and one blue. The use of the 
negative recency heuristic in such tasks has been quite well documented, but more 
interestingly, Truran examined the effect that either confIrmation or refutation of the 
predicted outcome had on the following prediction. In other words, he analysed the 
changes in prediction in regards to the next outcome. One finding was that when green 
(the more likely outcome in this experiement) was predicted, it didn't really matter 
whether the next draw confrrmed or refuted that prediction. However, if the less likely 
colour (blue) was predicted, the subject was highly likely to change the prediction, 
particularly if the following outcome refuted the blue prediction. The strong influence that 
knowledge of the sample space had on the students' predictions was obvious, so this 
raises the question of what effect the absence of this knowledge might have on prediction 
patterns. 

Probability experiments with hidden sample spaces force the subjects to rely on 
the infonnation provided by the experimental outcomes (relative frequencies) when 
considering the likelihood of various outcomes. Fischbein (1975) established that even 
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young children possess the intuition of relative frequencies and can therefore estimate the 
composition of an unknown sample space given adequate frequency data. But how much 
data is adequate, and how representative of the actual sample space does this frequency 
data have to be to stimulate reasonably accurate estimates? 

The two main research questions currently of interest to the authors are as 
follows: a) What is the relationship between the degree of representativeness of frequency 
data produced from an unknown sample space and students' probability judgements? and; 
b) What is the relationship between the confmnation or refutation of student predictions 
and students' decision making strategies? 

As part of an on-going project to· investigate the development of probabilistic 
reasoning the researchers have completed two preliminary studies. Although each study 
had a different specific purpose, the design of the experiment and the type of data 
collected in both studies were similar. This particular paper reports the patterns and 
insights which have emerged by bringing the findings of the two studies together and 
applying for the first time, common data-analysis techniques. Firstly,· brief summaries of 
the studies are given. 

Study 1 
The fIfst study (Ayres, 1996) was exploratory and investigated Grade 6 responses 

to a sequence of coloured balls drawn at random from a bag containing six orange, three 
white and one yellow, with the actual contents of the box unknown to the students. (Note 
that these colours have been altered from the original study to standardise the reporting of 
both studies). Students were required to specify the colour they thought most likely to be 
drawn after every five selections. An introductory activity and discussion was used to 
assure the students that the researchers did not expect them to actually know the outcome 
of the next draw. A record of the outcome of each selection was displayed for the class. 
Students made six predictions in total and their individual choices are shown in the 
Appendix. Two classes (referred as lA and lB) participated in this study and observed 
radically different sequences (consistent with naturally occurring random outcomes), and 
consequently made differing predictions from a class perspective. The colour sequences 
that groups lA and IB observed contained a total of 73% and 53% oranges respectively. 
Although both sequences produced experimental data consistent with orange being the 
most likely colour to occur, the sequence observed by lA contained a greater number of 
orange than the expected value (60%). The students in the group lA constantly predicted 
the colour orange (93% of the time). It was therefore concluded that the students in this 
group were guided by experimental outcomes and were able to link ratio with likelihood. 
In contrast, the s~dents in lB only choose orange 43% of the time, suggesting that the 
different frequency data influenced their predictions. 

Study 2 
Following this study the researchers concluded that to test large groups of 

students in this domain, and understand the reasons for their decision-making, it was. 
desirable to control the variables. As a result the second study (Ayres & Way, 1998) 
tested the effectiveness of using a video-recording as a method of controlling variables 
and reproducing random sequences. In this study, a group of Grade 5/6 students were 
shown a video-recording of balls being drawn from a box and asked to specify the most 
likely result of a draw in a similar fashion to the first study. However, the video
recording was a reproduction of a sequence of random colours which a parallel class of 
Grade 5/6 students had observed live and· made predictions on. Quantitative and 
qualitative data revealed that the group of students who observed the video responded to 
the prediction tasks in a similar fashion to the live group and were not concerned about its 
legitimacy: students believed that the sequence was random, and not artificial. 
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Two Study Analysis 
Overall, the two studies produced three sets of frequency data which are recorded in 

Table 1. Given the nature of the prediction tasks in these studies, it can be assumed that 
students who were guided by experimental probability were overall more likely to predict 
the most frequently occurring colour. Over the six trials the mean number of oranges 
predicted was 5.6 (SD = 0.9) for Group lA and 2.6 (SD = 1.4) for Group lB. Similarly 
the mean number of oranges predicted was 2.9 (SD = 1.33) for the Live Group and 2.5 
(SD = 1.4) for the Video Group. Clearly, only Group lA adopted a consistent policy of 
predicting the most frequently occurring colour. In contrast, the other three groups all 
predicted the most frequent occurring colour less than 50% of the time. Although, there 
appears to be little difference in overall means for these three groups, substantial 
differences can be found in the prediction patterns. 

Table 1: The random colour sequences produced in the two studies 
Groups Colour Patterns 

lA OWOOO WOOOO OYOOO OOWOO OOOWW OWOOW W 

IB WOOYW WYOOO YOOOO WWOOO OOOYWWOWYW W 

Live and Video OYWYO WOWeD WOWOW 00000 YOOOO WOOeD 
. 

Notes: a)The underlmed colours mdicate the outcome Immediately followmg each 
. request for a prediction; b) 0 = orange, W = white, Y = yellow. 

Prediction profIles for each group were found by calculating the frequency of each colour 
selected at every prediction point (see Table 2). Whereas, Group lA was very consistent 
at each prediction, the other groups differed considerably, especially on their first three 
selections. Although these differences could be due to random prediction factors between 
groups, there are also intrinsic differences contained within the sequences themselves 
which may have been influential. 

Table 2' Colour selections (%) at each prediction point 
Group lA Group IB Group Live Group Video 

Predictions OWY OWY OWY OWY 
First 95 5 0 45 10 40* 17 47 37 61 26 13 
Second 90 10 0 30 40 30 47 23 30 4 30 65 
Third 85 0 15 55 35 10 43 33 23 26 39 35 
Fourth 95 5 0 60 5 35 57 20 23 57 22 22 
Fifth 95 5 0 40 25 35 67 3 30 30 52 17 
Sixth 95 5 0 30 50 20 60 13 27 65 17 17 

Means 93 5 3 43 28 28 49 23 28 42 31 28 
* Note: other colour selected 

Group Trends 
By calculating the unfolding experimental probabilities (see Table 3) the 

differences between sequences can be observed. For example, for the Live and Video 
groups the fIrst four colour outcomes produced a high (0.5) experimental probability of 
yellow occurring (2 yellows out of four). Consequently the selection of orange was not 
necessarily an infonned choice by these groups at this stage. However, by the 20th 
selection the experimental colour proportions were more representative of the actual 
theoretical probabilities for both the Live & Video groups; and similarly for Group lB. 
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Table 3: Cumulative experimental probabilities (%) per cluster for each random sequence. 
Group lA Group lB Groups Live 

& Video 
Clusters OWY OWY OWY 
First 80 20 0 40 40 20 25 25 50 
Second 80 20 0 50 30 20 44 33 22 
Third 80 13 7 60 20 20 50 36 14 
Fourth 80 15 5 60 25 15 58 32 11 
Fifth 76 20 4 60 24 16 63 25 13 
Sixth 73 23 3 53 30 17 66 24 10 .. 
(Note: Each expenmental probabIlIty percentage has been calculated by combining the 
results of each prediction cluster. For example, the first experimental probabilities for 
groups lA and IB are calculated after five selections; the second after ten selections and 
so on). 

In the Ayres & Way (1998) study the slow development of representative 
experimental probabilities were taken into account by comparing the fIrst three predictions 
with the last three. It was argued that this measure would be a stronger indicator of 
probabilistic reasoning as the experimental probabilities were converging more towards 
the theoretical in the latter half of the sequence. By calculating the mean number of 
oranges (most likely colour) for the fIrst and last three predictions it was possible to 
assess whether the groups had refined their strategies for the last three predictions. This 
data is reproduced in Table 4, along with a similar analysis for Groups lA and lB. It 
should be noted that this analysis was not previously applied for Groups lA and lB. 
One tailed (improvement expected) Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for matched pairs were 
conducted. As recorded in the Ayres & Way (1998) study both the Live & Video groups 
demonstrated a significant increase in the number of oranges selected, as the frequency 
data became more representative of the theoretical probabilities, and hence the sample 
space. 

Table 4: Mean number of predictions made of the most frequently occurring colours. 
lA IB Live Video 

Mean number of "most likely" , 2.7 1.3 1.1 0.9 
colour chosen on first 3 predictions 
Mean number of "most likely" 2.9 1.3 1.8 1.6 
colour chosen on last 3 predictions 
One-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank T (3) = 0 T(16) = T(21) = T(19) = 
tests for matched pairs 68.5 36* 37.5* . 
* SIgruficant at the 99% level 

Significance was not reached by Group lA because n=3 is too small a number to 
evaluate under the Wilcoxon test where n=5 is usually required; although group means 
have increased. It should be noted that as 75% of this group selected all oranges anyway, 
there is little capacity for more oranges to be chosen. Only Group IB did not show any 
indication of an overall group movement towards favouring the most likely colour. 
Individual analysis indicates that 8 students in Group IB increased their choice of orange; 
whereas eight decreased. Only one student (5% of the group) completed a sequence of 
three or more oranges to finish the prediction sequence. This contrasts with five (21 %) 
students in the Video group and 10 (33%) in the Live group who finished with 3 or more 
oranges. Further more, four students in Group IB predicted three or more oranges to 
begin with, but then changed to another colour. 

Factors which may have influenced Group IB on this measure can be found by 
analysing the colour sequences further. Table 3 indicates that the experimental frequencies 
quickly converge towards the expected values by the third prediction. Although the 
experimental probability of orange occurring does decline from 60% to 53% by the last 
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prediction, it is still the most frequently occurring colour, and arguably does not explain 
the low means prediction rate of 1.3 for the last three predictions. Ayres (1996) suggested 
that the lack of success in their predictions by this group influenced their strategies. More 
evidence can be found to support this argument by examining the colours which did occur 
immediately after the prediction points. (These colour outcomes form a subset of the 
frequency data and are underlined in Table 1). For Group lA and the Live & Video 
groups the most frequently occurring colour (orange) was drawn four times out of five 
immediately after each of the predictions. (For this analysis the sixth prediction need not 
be considered as students were not required to make further predictions following its 
selection). In contrast, for Group lB, an orange only occurred once after each of the five 
predictions. This may well be a significant factor. Students in Groups lA, Live and 
Video applying a positive recency strategy (in regards to the subset of post-prediction 
outcomes) had their predictions confirmed, but students in Group lB applying this 
strategy did not. Analysis of prediction success rates indicated that Group lB had the 
lowest success rate of 1.5 (SD = 1.1) compared with 3.7 (SD = 0.64) for Group lA, 2.2 
(SD = 1.08) for the Live group and 1.9 (SD = 1.1) for the Video group. This finding 
suggests another variable which may need to controlled in future experiments. 

Individual Analysis 
Further insights can be gained by examining individual responses in more detail. 

In group lA, orange was so dominant in the frequency data that very little additional 
information can be extracted, except at the third prediction, where three students chose 

. yellow. This was the only time that yellow was chosen and followed a yellow occurring 
in the previous cluster which may have influenced these students' choices. There is some 
evidence to suggest that some students may have been utilising a positive recency strategy 
in some predictions. For example, following a white occurring three times in the sixth 
cluster, 50% of the students in Group 1B selected a white at the next prediction point. In 
addition, following two whites occurring in the third cluster, nine students (39%, the 
highest number) in the Video Group chose white, and ten students (33%) in the Live 
group. In contrast, there were examples of colours chosen where students may have 
adopted a negative recency strategy. Fifteen students (65%) chose yellow for their second 
prediction following the non-selection of a yellow in the previous cluster. Similarly 12 
students (52%) chose white for their fifth prediction in the Video Group, following the 
non-occurrence of a white for nine selections. It is interesting to note that five students 
(two in Group lB, two in the Live group and one in the Video Group) did not chose the 
most frequently occurring colour at all. In addition, it can be seen from the means in 
Table 2 that yellow was chosen as frequently as white, despite having the least likelihood 
of occurring (see Table 3). 

Changes in Prediction 
Further analysis (conducted for the first time on the data from both studies) of 

individual responses revealed that many students changed the choice of their colours 
frequently. The extent of these changes was calculated by counting each change of colour 
from one prediction to the next, thus giving a maximum of five posSible changes. For 
example, Student 1 in Group IB had a prediction sequence of 0 W W 0 Y W giving a 
total of four changes. The mean number of changes by group are shown in Table 5. 

To investigate the extent to which changes are influenced by successful 
predictions, changes were categorised according to whether they followed confirmation 
or refutation of predictions. For each student the number of changes made following 
either outcome was calculated as a proportion. For example, if a student made four 
correct predictions which were followed by two changes in colour following each 
success, then the student had a ratio of 0.5 changes per successful predictions. Group 
means for this data are also recorded in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Changes in colour predictions 
lA lB Live Video 

Mean Number of 0.8 3.8 2.7 3.3 
Colour Changes (SD = 1.4) (SD = 1.3) (SD = 1.4) (SD = 1.0) 

Mean number of 0.12 0.7 0.4 0.7 
proportional changes (SD = 0.3) (SD = 0.4) (SD = 0.3) (SD = 0.3) 
following a successful 
prediction 

Mean number of 0.23 0.8 0.7 0.6 
proportional changes (SD = 0.4) (SD = 0.3) (SD = 0.3) (SD = 0.4) 
following unsuccessful 
prediction 

As might be expected from a group who constantly favoured one colour, Group 
lA demonstrated the least number of changes with a mean rate of 0.8 changes per five 
selections. Furthermore, it can be seen that this measure appears to form an inverse 
relationship with the prediction success rates of the groups. As reported above, the mean 
number of correct predictions made over the first selections were 3.7, 2.2, 1.9 and 1.5 
respectively for groups lA, Live, Video and lB, which may indicate ·a negative 
correlation with the corresponding number of changes made (0.8, 2.7, 3.3 and 3.8). In 
other words, students who successfully predict a colour are less likely to change that 
prediction at the next selection point. Further evidence can be found to support this 
possibility by examining the changes made following confIrmed or refuted predictions. 
The two most successful groups (lA & Live) at predicting, had the lowest rates of 
changes (see Table 5) following successful predictions. But these rates increased 
considerably (lA: from 0.12 to 0.23; Live: from 0.4 to 0.7) following an unsuccessful 
prediction. Although Group lB followed this trend to a lesser degree (from 0.7 to 0.8), 
the Video group did not (from 0.7 to 0.6); a point which requires further investigation. 

Conclusions . 
Although, a certain amount of caution should be shown as a result of examining the 
combined data from two independent studies, more patterns and trends emerged than 
could be identified from the studies individually. In any domain involving random 
generators, different sets of outcomes emerge which make the analysis of the data 
complex. However, by combining the data from four different groups, and searching for 
similarities, contrasts and patterns, the researchers were able to identify factors that 
should be considered when designing further investigations. The video-recording 
technique allows control over the frequency data, which can then be presented to many 
groups of children. The relationships between variables in the frequency data and the 
students' predictions which have been tentatively identified, can now be used to inform 
the ways in which the researchers manipulate these variables in future studies. As 
suggested by other researchers (for example: Truran, 1996; Way, 1996), the strategies 
employed by children in probabilistic situations are more complex than can be explained 
by currently identified heuristics. Although still in its early stages of development, the 
overall methodology outlined in this paper, has the potential to unravel some of these 
complexities, and more clearly identify some aspects of the development of probabilistic 
reasoning. 

Note: The researchers wish to acknowledge the contribution made by the intial reviewers 
of this paper. This research was supported by a UWS Nepean Research Grant. 
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Appendix: Predictions made by each student in both Studies 

Study 1 Study 2 
Group lA Group lB Live Group Video Group 

1 OOYOOO OWWOYW OOWOYW YWOYOO 
······2 .. ··· .. ····o·o·c)""o·o·o···· .. ··· .. ·vly·o·y·vly····· ........ ····· .. o·w·y·o·y·y······· ······w·y··w·o··o·o·· .. · 
..... "3 ..... ·· .. ··(j"o·o··o·o·o······ ······y·vlo·y·vi"y····· ........ ···· .. ·y·cfo··o·cfo .. ···· .. ··· .. W·w·y·o .. o·W····· 
·· .... 4 .. · .. ·· .. v{""(j"y·o·o·w· .. · · .. ··w·Y"w·y·o·w···· ........ ········()"y·y··o·yy····· .. · ··· .. ··o·y·o·o·cfo·· .. ··· 
.... ··5·· .. · · .... ·0·0·0 .. 0·0·0 .. ·· .. ·· ...... o·o·o·'Y·c)'o· .... ·· ............ ··y·cfo·W .. o·cr .. · .. · .... · .. y'Y·w .. O·w·O·· .. · 
...... 6 .. · ........ 0·0·0 .. 0·0·0' .. · .... · .. ·O .. Y"w .. O·w·'Y .... · .............. ·y·o·o .. o·o,·o .. · .. · .. · .... ·y .. y·O·w·W·y .... · 
· .. · .. 7 .. · .. · .. · .. 0·0·0 .. 0·0·0 ...... ·· .... ·o·o·o·o·yW· .... · ........ ·· .... y·o·W·o .. cfo ...... · .... ·o .. w·W·o··W·o· .. .. 
...... s .. · ...... ·o·w·o .. o·c)'o· ...... · .. "Cfy .. o·W·y·o· .... · ........ · .. ·W .. i~lW·W·o .. o··· .. ··· .. o .. y·W .. ~{vlw .. · .. 
·· .... 9····· · .... ·o·o·o··o·c)'o· .... · .. · .... o .. o·o·o·w·o·· .................. ·y·w·o·y .. o·o ...... · .. ·· .. c)"V·y·W·W·y .. · .. 
.... To .. · · .... ·0·0·0 .. 0·0·0'· .... · .... ·O·W·w .. O·w·O· .. · .............. W·y·W·o .. y·o .......... W .. y·W·w .. w·O .. .. 
.. · .. 1'1' .. · ...... 0·0·0 .. 0·0·0 ............ ·yy·w·'Y·y'Y ..................... y.y.y.y.yy .............. o·y·yy·W·o .. · .. · 
.... T2· ........ 0·0·0··0·0·0 ............ o·W .. cj"o·w·W·· ................ W·y·O·'Y·O·W· .. · ........ o·w·W·cfy·o· .. .. 
· .. "1'3· .. · ...... 0·0·0 .. 0·0·0 .. · .. · ...... y·W·cfo·o·w .. · ................ W·w·O·O .. O·O· .... · ...... W·yy·y·vly .... · 
· .. ·'1'4· .... ·· .. o·o·o .. o·cfO' .... · .. · .... y·o·w .. o·y·o· .. · ................ o·y·y·W .. o·y .. · .... · .... ·cfy·W·o .. y·o .... .. 
.... '1'5· ........ o·o·y·o·c)'o ............ ·y·O·'Y·O·O'w· .... · ........ · .... W·y·o·w .. o·w· .... · ........ o·y·cfo·c)"o·· .... · 
.... T6 .. · ...... 0·0·0 .. 0·0·0· .... · ...... y·y·w .. y·o·w .... · .............. ·y·y·y·o·o·o ............ W .. O·y·W·vi"W .. .. 
.... T7'· .. · .. ·cfW·cfw·o .. o .......... y .. yw .. y·O·W· .................. y .. y·vlW .. (Jo· .. · .......... c)'y·o .. o·o .. o .... · .. 
.... Ts .. · · .... o·o·'Y·cfW·o .. · .. · ...... o··o .. o·o·o·W· .... · ........ · .. · .. W·o··W·y .. y·y ............ O .. y·W .. O·y·W· .. .. 
.... T9 .. · ·· .... 0·0·0 .. 0·0·0· .... · .... ···y·W·y·o·y·o· .... · .......... · .... y·o .. o·W .. o·o ...... · .. ·· .. o·y'Y·y·y·o· .... .. 
··· .. 20 .. · · .. · .. 0·0·0 .. 0·0·5 .. · .... · .... a·W .. o·o·5·o .. · .. · .......... · .... W·cfo .. y·V;/y ...... · .... ·O·W .. yO·W·O· .. .. 
·· .. ·21'· ..................................................................................................... · ...... y·o·o .. o·o .. o .. ···· .. · .. · .. O·wW·O .. O·O"· .. 
·· .. ·22 .. · ....................................................................................................... ·o .. W .. W·o··o·W· .. · ...... ·W·W·o·o .. W·O" .. · 
·· .. ·23 ........................................................................................................... ··W·y·y·y··y·y ...... · · .. ···O .. y·y·W·w·y··· .. 
·· .. ·24 .. · ......................................................................................................... W·w·o .. o .. y·o ..................................................... . 
· .... 25· .. · ....................................................................................................... · .. W .. o·o·o··o·o ...... · .............................................. . 
· .... 26 .. · ................................................................................................... · .... ·W .. o·y·o··o·o· ................................................... .. 
··· .. 27 .. · ..................................................................................................... · .. ·W .. o·o·y .. o·y ...... · .............................................. . 
.. · .. 2S .. · ....................................................................................................... · .. W·o .. W·o .. y·o .................................................... . 
.... 29· ....................................................................................................... · .. W·W·w·o·o .. o ..................................................... . 
.. · .. 3'0· ......................................................................................................... · .. y·o .. w·o .. o·o ...... · .............................................. . 
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